Seminar „Advanced Topics in AI Planning“

Prof. Dr. B. Nebel, R. Mattmüller, J. Aldinger, Y. Alkhazraji, F. Geißer, A. Hertle, M. Ortlieb, T. Schulte
• Continuation of AI Planning lecture

• Covers advanced topics not discussed in the lecture
Agenda (today)

- Discussion of time and place of block seminar
- Further organization
- Topic bidding process
- Introduction of topics
- Misc
Block Seminar:
Time and Place

- Time: July 18 and 19, 2015 (during lecture period, but weekend)
- Place: TBD
Organization

- Description, prerequisites, ECTS credits:

  see website at

  http://gki.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/teaching/ss15/aipsem/
Topics

• See website:

http://gki.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/teaching/ss15/aipsem/topics.html
Topic Bidding

• Everyone bids for 5 topics ordered by preference.

• Send preferences to Robert Mattmüller <mattmuel@informatik.uni-freiburg.de> no later than May 5, 2015.

• Email subject: „[aipsem15] …“
Misc

- Deadlines for papers and slides: TBD (likely two and one weeks before block seminar, respectively)

- Grading: 40% paper, 40% presentation/slides, 10% short commentary, 10% active participation (?)

- Don’t forget to register for the course via HISInOne. If it does not work, send me an email with you name and matriculation number.

- Anything else?